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Yoshlfumi ANDO* § Oo Introduction
In this paper we will give a formula to calculate generalized Thorn polynomials defined by using Stiefel-Whitney or Ghern homology classes of Morin singularities for mappings with only Morin ones.
Let N and P be smooth (resp. complex) manifolds of dimensions n and p. Let z = max(l 5 n-p+l) and I r be the r sequence (i, 1,..., 1). A geometric interpretation of Morin singularities S r (f) of a smooth map f:N-*P is as follows (cf. [9, 14] ). Let Let i:S r (f)->N be the inclusion. Then it will be natural to consider the Poincare dual of i*(s n _ d -k ) in H*(N) and call it the k-ih Thorn polynomial of the Morin singularity of symbol I r for f. We denote it by P(/ r , £, jO-The 0-th Thorn polynomial is, of course, the well known Thorn polynomial (see, [7, 14] ).
As applications of the formula of Theorem 3. 2 we will calculate YOSHIFUMI ANDÔ 5 /) f°r the case n=p or p+l and show several explicite formulas in Section 1. Although the notion of higher Thorn polynomials is definable for general maps, its calculation seems extremely difficult. The known results concerning the calculation of Thorn polynomials of higher order Thom-Boardman singularities of general maps are not much such as the explicite polynomial for £*(/) due to Porteous [10] , the formula to calculate those of second order in a finite process (Ronga [11] ) and others of some third order singularities (Damon [3] ). In Gaffney [6] the Thorn polynomial of S™ 1 has been calculated. We seems far from the complete calculation even for the case I 1 "-1 , although I. R. Porteous [10] has already shown the recurrence relation calculating P(I n 0, /) for n=p which looks different from ours on the surface because of the Thorn polynomial of 2 2 (see also Sergeraert [12] ). This is the reason why we need the above assumption on f.
It seems very restrictive in general. However in the problem of putting an immersion of an n manifold into an n + 1 manifold with tangent line subbundle X in a general position with respect to Jf, we only need to consider Morin singularities. The result of this paper will be applied to this problem in the forthcoming paper. It has also been shown in [1] In Section 2 we will review the definition of so called Boardman's manifold in the infinite jet space J(N, P). In Section 3 we will lift S r (f) up to a submanifold S r (f) of a certain flag bundle whose normal bundle is extended to one over the whole space. The formula of Theorem 3. 2 follows from projecting the dual class of j-n _ rf _ fe (5 /r (/)) by the Gysin homomorphism. This idea comes from the method for r=l or 2 in [10] and [11] . The author has been indebted to Fukuda [5] in defining the higher Thorn polynomials and would like to thank Professor T.
Gaffney who answered to his question on the disagreement of the formula of [6, Theorem 3.2] and that of [12] . § 1. Formulas
By using the formula of Theorem 3. 2 together with Proposition 4. 1 and the result of [4] we can calculate P(I r , k, /) in terms of characteristic classes of N and P in a finite process. We will prove the following in Section 4. Let c=l+Ci + c 2 + . • • be the StiefelWhitney (resp. Ghern) class and c=l+c 1 +c 2 + . . . 9 its formal inverse.
Let n=p. We formally write as c(N) =11(1 + 0,-) and /* (c (P) ) = If P=R n in addition, then s=0 j=0
These are examples of explicite forms calculated from (1. 1).
(1, 3) Let n=p+l. Let G' S be the s-ih symmetric function of (3,4,..., r) with a' s = 0 for s ^ r -1 and
Here we must refer to Sergeraert [12] and Gaffney [6] .
The first formula of (1.2) has been obtained in [12] (at least in the real case) where any assumption on singularities of/ has not been stated. However it turns out to contradict to the result of [6, Theorem 2. 2] unless it is provided with some assumption. For instance ours will be one of the most suitable assumptions. The formulas in this section for r = 2 and k = 0 have already been given in [11] , § 2. Morin Singularities Let K N and K P be the projections of J(N, P) onto N and P mapping a jet onto its source and target respectively. Let D denote the total tangent bundle over J(N, P) isomorphic to Ortf)*(T7V) ([2, Definition 1.9]) e Then we have the homomorphism
over J(N, P). Next we have the homomorphism
Define See also the definition of ^(N,P) and ^'(N, P) and the intrinsic derivatives d t in [8] , [10] and [11] , §3o Lifting of Singularities S /r (/)
For an n dimensional vector space (simply n vector space) F ? let G iin -i(V) be the grassmann manifold of all i subspaces of V, Let 9 Proof. We define the following smooth sections as follows. So we may assume that / is transverse to every Boardman submanifold in the sequel. We write E and F for TN and/*(7P) In the following diagram with given notations.
-^ G(D,Q,)\Q(N,P),
It follows from the transversality of jf that <S'(/) is mapped onto S'(f) diffeomorphically by the projection. For simplicity we use the following notation in the sequel (r5:2). 
F=f*(TP).
Proof. We give a proof of (b) ((a) is proved similarly). We may assume that jf is transverse to every Boardman submanifold. That is, the dual class of the fundamental class of S r (f) is given by % (H r (£,F) ).
The F) In the rest of the paper c = l +£ 1 + £ 2 + -• • denotes the Stiefel Whitney class in the real case or the Ghern class in the complex case. The coefficient group of (co)homology group is Z/2Z (resp. Z) in the real (resp. complex) case. For an ra-vector bundle TT: £-»M, we put X=Ci(E) for the line bundle Ei~*Gi in -i(E).
(T(G(E, F)/H r (£, F»x(H r (£, F)) where j: S r (f)-*G(E, F) is the inclusion. It is easy to see that T(G(E,
Then we have the following well known proposition (see, for example, [10, Proposition 0.3] and [13] . In this section we assume n=p. Then we have G iifl _i(£) =G lp ,-_ 1 (£ 1 ) and E l = E 2 . We represent the characteristic classes by using given variables of degree 1 (resp. 2) as follows. The second formula of (1. 2) will be shown similarly,, For the calculation of P(/ r , k, f) for ?z>/? ? the argument in a proof of (1. 2) and [4, Corollary 2] will be helpful Let E' 2 be the canonical line bundle over GI, "+"_!(/?) with projection /0r.G litt+m .-i(.E) ->JV a Then we canonically identify Gi i i(E 1 ) with Gi in + m - 2 (pi E / E'z) and with the Flag bundle F 2tl (E) consisting of all pairs of 2 subspaces and their 1 subspaces in every fibre of E. We use the given notation of the following commutative diagram e --> N Then we can compute p!(x(#r)) by passing through (pi°p 2 )l. In the calculation every induced bundle h*L of a bundle L by a map h will be denoted by the same letter L for simplicity,, The coefficient of y+™-i of x(// r ) is given as follows. 
5=0 w=0
By the similar calculation it is shown that the second and the third terms of (*) are mapped onto «, r-s-ii) c=0 s=0 w=0
+ £>(« + !, r-j-n-1)))}} 
